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A Fairly Honourable Defeat
Random House
A novel about a troubled Irish
family on the eve of the Easter
Rising by a Man Booker
Prize–winning author. In 1916,

with the First World War raging
across Europe, Andrew Chase-
White, lieutenant in the
British army, travels to
Ireland to see his family.
Though he was raised in England
by Protestant parents, many of
his relations still live on the
Emerald Isle, and are Catholic
and nationalist through and
through. Andrew’s arrival in
Dublin is the only spark needed
to ignite old resentments, new
passions, political tensions,
and religious crises, sending

the family into a torrent of
fights and alliances, affairs
and betrayals. And as the
historic gunfire begins at the
General Post Office on the day
of the Easter Rebellion, the
lives of Andrew and his
relations will be indelibly
changed. At once an exploration
of the tumultuous political
landscape of World War I Dublin
and an examination of family,
love, and loyalty, The Red and
the Green is a compelling novel
of Englishness and Irishness
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that continues to stand the test
of time and history.
The Theme of Loneliness Through Two
Contemporary Novels Atlantic Publishers & Dist
A family struggles for redemption after a funeral
brings dark secrets to the surface in this novel from
the Booker Prize–winning author of The Sea,
The Sea. For the first time in years, Edmund
Narraway has returned to his childhood
home—for the funeral of his mother. The visit
rekindles feelings of affection and nostalgia—but
also triggers a resurgence of the tensions that
caused him to leave in the first place. As Edmund
once again becomes entangled in his family’s
web of corrosive secrets, his homecoming tips a
precariously balanced dynamic into sudden chaos,
in this compelling story of reunion and coming
apart from Iris Murdoch, “one of the most
significant novelists of her generation” (The
Guardian).
The Green Knight Univ of South Carolina Press
A novel about the frightfulness and ruthlessness of
being in love, from the author of the Booker Prize-
winning novel The Sea, The Sea Martin Lynch-
Gibson believes he can possess both a beautiful wife
and a delightful lover. But when his wife, Antonia,
suddenly leaves him for her psychoanalyst, Martin is
plunged into an intensive emotional reeducation. He
attempts to behave beautifully and sensibly. Then he
meets a woman whose demonic splendor at first
repels him and later arouses a consuming and
monstrous passion. As his Medusa informs him,

“this is nothing to do with happiness.” A Severed
Head was adapted for a successful stage production in
1963 and was later made into a film starring Claire
Bloom, Lee Remick, Richard Attenborough, and Ian
Holm.

The Bell Open Road Media
A New York TimesNotable Book: An
“ingeniously plotted” tale of tragedy,
comedy, and small-town gossip (The
New York Times Book Review). The
quiet English town of Ennistone is
known for its peaceful, relaxing spa—a
haven of restoration, rejuvenation, and
calm. Until the night George
McCaffrey’s car plunges into the cold
waters of the canal, carrying with it his
wife, Stella. And until the village’s most
celebrated son, famed philosopher
John Robert Rozanov, returns home,
upending the lives of everyone with
whom he comes in contact. Stirred up
by talk of murder and morality,
obsession and lust, religion and
righteousness, the residents of
Ennistone begin to spiral out of control,
searching for answers and redemption
for the sins of their peers—and
discovering more about themselves
than they ever wanted to know. With

breakneck plotting and intricately flawed
characters, The Philosopher’s Pupil is
a darkly humorous novel from the Man
Booker Prize–winning author of The
Sea, The Sea, masterfully exploring the
human condition and the inherent blend
of comedy and tragedy therein.
Nuns and Soldiers Penguin
A dazzling meditation on love and honor, greed
and generosity, passion and death, from the
Booker Prize-winning author of The Sea, The Sea
Set in London and in the South of France, this
brilliantly structured novel centers on two women:
Gertrude Openshaw, bereft from the recent death
of her husband, yet awakening to passion; and
Anne Cavidge, who has returned in doubt from
many years in a nunnery, only to encounter her
personal Christ. A fascinating array of men and
women hover in urgent orbit around them: the
"Count," a lonely Pole obsessively reliving his
émigré father's patriotic anguish; Tim Reede, a
seedy yet appealing artist, and Daisy, his mistress;
the manipulative Mrs. Mount; and many other
magically drawn characters moving between desire
and obligation, guilt and joy. This edition of Nuns
and Soldiers includes a new introduction by
renowned religious historian Karen Armstrong.

The Unicorn, Etc Penguin
A motley assortment of characters seek
peace and salvation in this early
masterpiece by the Booker Prize-winning
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author of The Sea, The Sea A lay
community of thoroughly mixed-up people
is encamped outside Imber Abbey, home of
an order of sequestered nuns. A new bell is
being installed when suddenly the old bell,
a legendary symbol of religion and magic,
is rediscovered. And then things begin to
change. Meanwhile the wise old Abbess
watches and prays and exercises discreet
authority. And everyone, or almost
everyone, hopes to be saved, whatever that
may mean. Originally published in 1958,
this funny, sad, and moving novel is about
religion, sex, and the fight between good
and evil. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking
world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the
best works throughout history and across
genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
The Unicorn Viking Adult
A scintillating novel of fate, accidents, and moral

dilemmas Set in the time of the Vietnam War, this
story concerns the plight of a young American,
happily installed in a perfect job in England,
engaged to a wonderful girl, who is suddenly
drafted to a war he disapproves of. What is duty
here, what is self-interest, what is cowardice?
Austin Gibson Grey, the accidental man of the title,
is accident-prone, also prone to bring disaster to his
friend sand relations. He blames fate. But are we
not all accidental, one of his victims asks. Fate and
accidents make deep moral dilemmas for the
characters in the long and complex tale.

The Book and the Brotherhood The
Unicorn
For the first time, novelist Iris Murdoch's
life in her own words, from girlhood to her
last years Iris Murdoch was an acclaimed
novelist and groundbreaking philosopher
whose life reflected her unconventional
beliefs and values. But what has been
missing from biographical accounts has
been Murdoch's own voice—her life in her
own words. Living on Paper—the first major
collection of Murdoch's most compelling
and interesting personal letters—gives, for
the first time, a rounded self-portrait of one
of the twentieth century's greatest writers
and thinkers. With more than 760 letters,
fewer than forty of which have been
published before, the book provides a

unique chronicle of Murdoch's life from her
days as a schoolgirl to her last years. The
result is the most important book about
Murdoch in more than a decade. The letters
show a great mind at work—struggling with
philosophical problems, trying to bring a
difficult novel together, exploring
spirituality, and responding pointedly to
world events. They also reveal her personal
life, the subject of much speculation, in all
its complexity, especially in letters to lovers
or close friends, such as the writers Brigid
Brophy, Elias Canetti, and Raymond
Queneau, philosophers Michael Oakeshott
and Philippa Foot, and mathematician
Georg Kreisel. We witness Murdoch's
emotional hunger, her tendency to live on
the edge of what was socially acceptable,
and her irreverence and sharp sense of
humor. We also learn how her private life
fed into the plots and characters of her
novels, despite her claims that they were not
drawn from reality. Direct and intimate,
these letters bring us closer than ever before
to Iris Murdoch as a person, making for an
extraordinary reading experience.
The Sandcastle Penguin
On the eve of their wedding, Edward Lannion
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and Marian Berran are led away onto dark and
strange paths, while their friends and lovers are
forced to make new and surprising choices.
Watching over all of them is Jackson, a
mysterious and charismatic manservant who, in
guiding all the young lovers into the light, has
to make his own agonizing decisions.
The Flight from the Enchanter Bucknell
University Press
Drawing on hundreds of interviews, letters,
and diaries, an authorized biography of the
critically acclaimed philosopher and novelist
traces her personal life and literary and
philosophical career, from her student days at
Oxford, through her marriage to John Bayley,
to Murdoch's remarkable influence on literary
England, from 1940 to the present day.
The Time Of The Angels Penguin
A brilliant mythical drama about well-meaning
people trapped in a war of spiritual forces Marian
Taylor, who has come as a “companion” to a
lovely woman in a remote castle, becomes aware
that her employer is a prisoner, not only of her
obsessions, but of an unforgiving husband.
Hannah, the Unicorn, seemingly an image of
persecuted virtue, fascinates those who surround
her, some of whom plan to rescue her from her
dream of redemptive suffering. But is she an
innocent victim, a guilty woman, a mad woman, or
a witch? Is her spiritual life really some evil
enchantment? If she is forcibly liberated will she

die? The ordinary, sensible people survive, and are
never sure whether they have understood.

The Sacred and Profane Love Machine
Penguin
An exploration of love and its excesses,
missteps, and modest triumphs, from the
Booker Prize-winning author of The Sea,
The Sea In a dark comedy of errors, Iris
Murdoch portrays the mischief wrought by
Julius, a cynical intellectual who decides to
demonstrate through a Machiavellian
experiment how easily loving couples,
caring friends, and devoted siblings can
betray their loyalties. As puppet master,
Julius artfully plays on the human tendency
to embrace drama and intrigue and to prefer
the distraction of confrontations to the
difficult effort of communicating openly
and honestly. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking
world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of
the best works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines. Readers trust
the series to provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and contemporary

authors, as well as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
Iris Murdoch National Geographic Books
''I saw a monster rising from the waves.'
**A BBC BETWEEN THE COVERS BIG
JUBILEE READ PICK** **Winner of the
Man Booker Prize 1978** Charles
Arrowby has determined to spend the rest
of his days in hermit-like contemplation.
He buys a mysteriously damp house on the
coast, far from the heady world of the
theatre where he made his name, and there
he swims in the sea, eats revolting meals
and writes his memoirs. But then he meets
his childhood sweetheart Hartley, and
memories of her lovely, younger self crowd
in - along with more recent lovers and
friends - to disrupt his self-imposed exile.
So instead of 'learning to be good', Charles
proceeds to demonstrate how very bad he
can be. WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY
DAISY JOHNSON VINTAGE CLASSICS
MURDOCH: Funny, subversive, fearless
and fiercely intelligent, Iris Murdoch was
one of the great writers of the twentieth
century. To celebrate her centenary Vintage
Classics presents special editions of her
greatest and most timeless novels.
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The Red and the Green Open Road Media
Provides a representative selection of
literary criticism available on the work of
the British author.
Living on Paper Princeton University Press
Carel is widowed rector presiding over a London
church destroyed during the war. The rectory is
home to an array of residents: his daughter,
Muriel; his beautiful invalid ward, Elizabeth; their
West Indian servant, Pattie; Eugene, a Russian
emigre, and his delinquent son, Leo. Carel's
brother, Marcus, is co-guardian of Elizabeth, but
his attempts to get closer to the rector are
constantly rebuffed. These seven characters
maintain a constant dance of attraction and
repulsion, misunderstanding and revelation, the
centre of which is the enigmatic Carel himself - a
priest who believes that, God being dead, His
angels have been released.
W. W. Norton & Company
Guilt, secrets, and lies haunt two men whose
lives are bound by a long-ago tragedy in this
“riveting” novel by the author of The Sea, The
Sea (Los Angeles Times). Twenty years ago,
Hilary Burde’s story was one of remarkable
success and enviable courage. Having brought
himself out of a troubled childhood with only
his intellect and wit, he was one of the most
promising scholars at Oxford, a student with a
rare talent for linguistics and an unquenchable
drive. Until the accident. Now, forty-one and a

decidedly ordinary failure, Hilary finds his
quietly angry routine shattered when his old
professor reappears in his life—a man whose
own demons are tied to Hilary’s and the
tragedy from years ago. As the two men begin
to circle each other once again, digging up old
wrongs and seeking forgiveness for long-buried
ills, they find themselves on a path that will
either grant them both redemption or destroy
them both forever. Haunting and emotional, A
Word Child is an intimate look at the madness
of regret by the Man Booker Prize–winning
author of Under the Net and A Severed Head.
The Sea, The Sea (Vintage Classics Murdoch
Series) Random House
After his wife's death, Hugh contemplates
returning to his former mistress. His son,
Randall, longs to abandon his shapeless
marriage for a perfect partner. Randall's young
daughter, Miranda, is adored by her Australian
cousin Penn, but has attachments elsewhere.
Her mother Ann has her own private dream,
while taking upon herself the strains and pains
of all the others. Impelled by affection, lust
and illusion, these characters search for love
within a tightly woven web.
AN Accidental Man Chelsea House Pub
In this dark comedy of errors, Iris Murdoch
portrays the mischief wrought by Julius, a
cynical intellectual who decides to

demonstrate how easily loving couples,
caring friends, and devoted siblings can
betray their loyalties.
The Good Apprentice Open Road Media
A brilliant mythical drama about well-
meaning people trapped in a war of
spiritual forces Marian Taylor, who has
come as a “companion” to a lovely woman
in a remote castle, becomes aware that her
employer is a prisoner, not only of her
obsessions, but of an unforgiving husband.
Hannah, the Unicorn, seemingly an image
of persecuted virtue, fascinates those who
surround her, some of whom plan to rescue
her from her dream of redemptive
suffering. But is she an innocent victim, a
guilty woman, a mad woman, or a witch? Is
her spiritual life really some evil
enchantment? If she is forcibly liberated
will she die? The ordinary, sensible people
survive, and are never sure whether they
have understood.
The Italian Girl Penguin
The UnicornPenguin
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